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Pergunta nº:1111 /  Question nº:  1111 

 

Título: /Title:  Information request concerning an article from 
the 3rd  ICEP 

                        

 Por: / By:  Laurent Cizeron 

 
Questão:  /Question:  

 

 

Dear Sir 

  
We would like to obtain the following article but we didn't succeed to 

find it anywhere (in a Universitary Library), with my colleague from 

University, Joseph Fourier (in Grenoble - France):  

 
Souza L C; Robles Y M; Reggiane W P; do Bem E C "Sodium hydroxide 

substitution at bleaching alkaline stage of Eucalyptus bleached kraft 

pulp" p. 1-6 (?) in 3rd ICEP - International Colloquium on Eucalyptus 

Pulp / IIIo Colóquio Internacional sobre Celulose de Eucalipto 4–7 March 
2007, Belo Horizonte, Brazil 
 

I can see in your website that there are the articles from the 1st  and the 

2nd  International Colloquium on Eucalyptus Pulp I have tried to send an 

email to you,  but there is a problem because I have received 



"Undelivered Mail Returned to Sender". Could you please tell us if we 

could obtain this article? How much does it cost please in order to tell to 

our patron?  

Thanks in advance  
Yours faithfully  

--  

Laurent Cizeron 

___________________________________________________ 
 

Resposta por Celso Foelkel: / Answer by Celso Foelkel: 

 

Dear Laurent – thanks for your message.  
 

In a near future all papers from the ICEPs will be available at 

www.eucalyptus.com.br .  

By now, only the two initial coloquia are included and available.  
However, I have all the papers in the waiting list, and your request is 

being fulfilled through the attachment.  

There is no cost involved – this is a courtesy from us and from Dr. Jorge 

Colodette, the ICEP’s mentor and who has given permission to me to 

add all papers and speeches in my website to share them with the 
stakeholders  

Thanks for your interest about the Eucalyptus.  

 

Best regards  
 

Celso Foelkel 
___________________________________________________ 

 
Outros Comentários:  /  Other Comments:   

 

Por: / By:  Laurent Cizeron 

 

 
Dear Sir,  

 

Thank you so much for the pdf file thank you for your courtesy.  

Could you please thank Dr. Jorge Colodette for me?  
 

Best regards  

Laurent Cizeron 
___________________________________________________ 
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